
Rune Name Letter Meaning Interpretation

fehu F Cattle

In old times, cattle was equal to wealth. In
modern times, wealth means money and material
possessons.

uruz U A Wild Ox

The wild ox is strong and can carry large
burdens. Represents raw strength, speed and
good health.

thurisaz Th A Thorn
A torn protects the plan it sits on. This rune often
symbolizes defence rather than attack.

ansuz A A Mouth

Communication & Language can solve many
things. Also represents communication between
a teacher and a student or a parent and a child.

raido R A Wheel
Travel and movement. New experiences. Usually
with pleasure.

kauna K
Flame and
Torch

The darkness will be cast aside and light will
prevail. Seeing things that couldn't be seen
before. Enlightment.

gebo G A Gift

Gifts, both in the sense of sacrifice and of
generosity, indicating balance. A gift can be a
physical thing or a talent or a skill.

wunjo W Happness
Joy, pleasure, happiness. Spiritual rewards.
Feeling worthy.

haglaz H Hail

Water can transform in hail and snow and back
into water. These changes cannot be controlled
by you. Hail can be a destructive force that
destroy crops.  Hail can test your patience.

naudiz N Needs

What you need to survive. Not the same as what
you want. Can also indicate a need for patience.
Can also indicate trials or testing.

isaz J Ice

When there is much ice, you need to stop or
delay activities and plans. If you wait patiently,
the ice will thaw again.

jeran Y Harvest

Harvest is a busy time. You reap what you have
sown. The results of your earlier efforts are
realized. A time of peace and happiness, fruitful
season.

iwaz I Yew Tree

The wood from the Yew tree was used to make
bows (protection). Also associated with death,
rebirth and resurrection. Can symbolize the
driving force to aquire and a sense of purpose.



pertho P A Dice Cup

It's a mystery what dice the cup hides inside.
Can also symbolize female fertility and
knowledge of your own destiny.

elhaz Z An Elk

The Elks antlers offers protection and warding off
enemies and danger. Sometimes you need to
stand still and protect what you have. The antlers
were often used to connect with the gods.

sowilo S The Sun

The sun is essential for life. A very positive rune.
It helps crops grow, banish the darkness and
warms your body.

tiwaz T Tyr

Tyr (the God of War) offers protection and victory
for a fight that cannot be avoided. Can mean
leadership and authority. Self sacrifice (Tyr
sacrified his hand)

berkanan B Birch Tree

The Birch tree is a symbol for new beginnings.
Patience is required. It takes time to grow into a
full grown tree. Fertility, birth, personal growth.
Love.

ehwaz E A Horse

Can mean travel or going on a journey. When
you are riding on horseback, you have a better
view of what's coming, than those who walks.
Can also symbolize a mental journey or personal
development.

mannaz M Mankind

The role each one of us plays in this life. Your
attitude toward others and their attitudes towards
you. Working with others to achieve higher goals.

laukaz L Water

Water can bend and overcome every obstacle. It
can crash mountains. Water can help you get to
your destination faster and it can block the way
completely. Water is essential for life.

ingwaz Ng
New
Beginnings

This stone as about a new beginning in life, a
new life or a new phase of life. Can mean male
fertility or maskuline powers.

dagaz D Day, daylight

A very positive rune. Represents light and day.
The new light of dawn gets rid of the darkness of
the night. Can mean a time to plan or begin
something.

othalan O

Possession,
Inheritance,
Home

You can inherit a home, money and other
material goods, but you can also inherit
knowledge, attitude, wisdom and health.

wyrd Destiny

Wyrd or "the blank rune" is a fairly new addition
to the runic alphabet and is all about fate and the
"web of faith" weaven by the norns. It wasn't
used in old times.



This table works perfectly with the Elder Futhark Jasper Rune Stones from The Moonlight Shop.  

 

Click here to learn more! 

http://themoonlightshop.com/products/elder-futhark-jasper-rune-stones?rune-pdf
http://themoonlightshop.com/products/elder-futhark-jasper-rune-stones?rune-pdf

